
Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim calls for
strengthening relations with the world’s countries and reflect the image of a

democratic Iraq

Head of the National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, emphasized the importance of

strengthening relations with the world’s countries and reflect a positive image of the

democratic Iraq, exchange of delegations, build common interests to serve the interests of Iraq

and to export the vision of the Iraqi project and the Iraqi experience.

\r\n

This took place during a his eminence’s speech in a meeting with the ambassadors and diplomatic

missions of Iraq to the countries of the world attended by members of the Foreign Affairs

Committee in the Iraqi House of Representatives Sunday, 18/12/2016.

\r\n

His eminence stressed that the diplomacy is a confrontation arena and not different from the

military battlefields, the diplomacy requires optimism, hope and evoking power points and the

pros in defense of the homeland.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stated: \"We in Iraq are making a great effort in confronting Takfir

ideologists and eliminate Daesh, and we will soon announce tidings of victory, we have a

comprehensive and reassuring political project to all Iraqi components, the National Settlement

Bill, made by the National Iraqi Alliance to mend internal situations and to achieve political

and social stability in the country, and the united Iraq It is our sole strategic choice” ,

explaining that Iraq should be a bridge for convergence and love and not a station or a field

for regional and international conflicts. 

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stressed that be the doors of Iraqi embassies abroad are open to all the

Iraqi community and work on their service and provide facilitations that help them, and an

embassy of Iraq must establish close relations with them, for it is the home to the Iraqis in

these countries, the ambassador or an employee there is not allowed to reflect his affiliation

and political or sectarian behavior, because he represents the voice of the Iraqi government.

\r\n

Head of the National Alliance, called for to defend Iraq\'s sovereignty and not to interfere in

the internal affairs, and to deliver the voice of Iraq abroad and reflect a positive image of

Iraq through showing an active life in Iraq\'s cities, in the economic, financial, commercial



and social aspects and erase the imagery formed outside Iraq that is full of killings, bombings

etc. 

\r\n

His eminence touched the We Are Coming, Nineveh battles, indicating that the battles are still

ongoing at a good pace for victory and all of our troops are engaged in the battle of Mosul and

they are excellently coordinated, and the tidings of victory will soon be announced to the

Iraqis and to all our friends.


